
Dictionary CD-ROM features

quick cross-reference

quickfinder

search results

advanced search

sound search

extra examples

Thesaurus/Activator

A user can find word(s) that feature particular sounds
or combinations of sounds from the phonemic alphabet.

A user can find word(s) within a specific category or
categories such as part of speech or subject;
headwords or definition text.

A set of supplementary sentences showing how a word
or phrase is used in context.

The dictionary is integrated with a word processor or
internet browser program so that as the mouse symbol
is held over a word the dictionary automatically
displays its definition.

A re-ordering of the headwords of a dictionary in which
the words are arranged into logical categories instead
of alphabetically.

A user can click on any word in the displayed definition
and a small window with the definition of that word will
open.

A list of all the places within the dictionary the target
word appears.

Match the features with their definitions.
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